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Masked Bandits Rob
And Beat Father, Son
Herschel Jones, his young son
Billy and his father, Wes Jones
were driving back from Martin
about eight-thirty Monday night.
They were en route to their home
near Dukedom when they saw two
men sitting in a car parked on a
portion of the road called "the
bottoms." Herschel, on a visit from
Chicago, remarked to his father
that the men cert lin!, I.:cked a
funny place to isirk.
It was only a few minutes later
that the J0..es car was crowded

off the road and stopped by a maroon-colored station wagon. 11 was
the same car that was parked in
the bottoms-land when the Jones
car passed. The station wagon
parked in trent of the Jones car
and soon a masked man came out
and ordered the Jones men to get
out of the car while warning them
to "hand over your billfold before
somebody gets hurt."
The Jones men were concerned
about little Billy who was asleep
In the back seat of their car and
asked the bandit if they could get
him out. With that the bandit hit
Herschel Jones in the mouth and
--jottings
head with a black-jack and also
from
mauled the elder Mr. Jones with
the weapon.
The other occupant of the station
wagon stayed in the car while the
robbery was being staged. The incident happened about 300 yards
from the Wes Jones store. The
bandits got about $100 in the billfold switch . . . from the Joneses
to the bandits.
Assisted by the Dukedom Exchange Telephone System the local
Fulton and the Highway Police
At WFUL and at the News many were called. The Highway Police
of the churches in the area send us are investigatingtheir church bulletins so that we
may keep abreast of all church actieties and at the same time give
publicity to the various church
events. We enjoy reading nearly
all of the bulletins simply because
we are happy to see so many people working zealously and sincerely in the faith of their choice.
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John and Lib Laida are the kind
of folks that you hate to say goodbye to. Actually, Fulton will never
say goodbye to the Laidas because
they have so endeared themselves
to the people of this community
that their residence here will always be such a pleasant memory
folks will not forget them.
John Laida has been pastor of
the First Baptist Church in Fulton
for nearly_eight years. During that
time local citizens have seen his
church grow in membership, in
structure and facilities and moreover have seen the Laidas take

Kefauver Defies
Pressure Groups
To Win Election
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I will not condescend to discuss
the religious beliefs of any candidate for political office, be it for
constable or President. The issue
simply has no place in a political
campaign, and particularly when
these persons who attempt to inject such an issue into a compaign
e^e so completely uninformed of
the facts as to make themselves
ridiculous.
Three times in the history of
American politics a member of the
Catholic Church has been a nominee for President of the United
States. Whether the first two cand:ciates were defeated because of
their faith is debatable. The Democrats and the Republicans have
unusually capable men seeking office in their respective parties.
Fortunately the leaders in both
parties have people of all denominations in their ranks. That's the
American way.
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The other day a bulletin came
through the mail containing a
patheticnlly stupid article that
"warned" of the "danger" of electing a Roman Catholic as President
of the United States. The article
was pathetic because the author is
obviously so possessed with bigotry and hate that he will not permit himself to learn the true facts
about which he speaks so uninformedly. The article was stupid
because there is no basis of truth
in the statement that any American. be he Protestant. Jew or
Catholic, owes his allegiance to
any foreign power unless he is a
Communist. The statement that a
Roman Catholic owes his allegiance first to the Pope of Rome
and secondly to the Constitution
of the United States is so vicious
as to be libelous.

Senator Estes Kefauver, America's most famous people-see-er
and vote-getter defied some of
America's most highly organized
pressure groups to win the Senatorial election in Tennessee from
West Tennessee's Judge Tip Taylor. Even in South Fulton where
the "native sort" of West Tennessee was billed as a strong candidate Kefauver won over Taylor.
Pick up story
Kefauver beat Taylor in Obion
county by a total of 546 votes, the
total Obion County vote being:
4064
Kefauver
3518
Taylor
Armstrong
36
In the precincts of South Fulton, Pierce and McConnell the
vote was.
Kefauver
2523
Taylor
1841
Armstrong
1
In other primary races in Obion
County Ebb Gwaltney won the
poet of General Sessions Judge
over E. H. (Tito) Lannom; W. L.
Jolley, H. E. Reams and Milton
Counce were elected to Magistrate's posts and John H. Adams
won the Constable's race over
Rube Kimbel and Charlie Toon.
Cantinsed on Page Flee

BROTHELS John Laida is shown
here in one of the many niceties
he extended to Fulton folks. He Is
preoesting a greeting card from
President Eisenhower on the measles of the lady's teeth birthday.
Mrs. Ethel Byrd Is *early 106 Now.

J. E. Hutcherson
Dies: Was Retired
James Ernest Hutcherson, 71.
retired Illinois Central conductor,
died suddenly Saturday morning
at 1:10 at the Jones hospital.
He had been on sick leave from
the Illinois Central since November 17. and retired on June 6, 1960
after many years service as a conductor. He was a member of the
0. R. C.
Funeral services were held Sunday afternoon at 4:30 at the Whitnet Funeral Home, with Rev. J. L.
Leggett, pastor of the First Methodist Church. officiating. Burial
was in Greenlea Cemetery.

West Kentucky Mourns Death Of Its
Beloved Citizen, J A Whipple
All of West Kentucky was saddened this week when citizens
learned of the untimely and tragic
death of James A. (Pos) Whipple,
a prominent and beloved citizen of
Hickman. Mr. Whipple, who had
been president of the Citizen's
Bank of Hickman since its reorganization in 1930, died Saturday
afternoon as his automobile overturned in •field near Lynville. KY.
Few men in Western Kentucky
enjoyed the respect and esteem in
whirls Mr. Whipple was held by
his business associates and friends
in all walks of life. Mr. Whipple
was a banker, a church and civic
leader and an enthusiastic and interested member of the many trade
organizations to which he belonged. In all of these endeavors his
advise and wise counsel was
sought out as a man in whom
confidence and integrity could be
found.
Though his home was in Hickman he had a reputation in State
and national circles as a mildmannered man with a great courage of his convictions. Ile earned

In the present national campaign
for President the American public
will have the privilege of seeing
two outstanding young men campaign for the highest office in the
land. Judge them on their fitness
for public office, not on the basis Diary of Doing
of their houses of worship. To
those persons who have any particular fears about a man's faith
taking precedence over his loyalty
to his country our only advice to
Somewhere in our travels we've
them is to do future generations a
real favor by electing that man to heard a statement that goes: "If
office . . . testing his loyalty . . . you don't like the weather . . .
and if he falls . . . impeach him. wait awhile." We think that stateThat too, is the process of govern- ment could apply beauifully to
ment in this country we love so Capricious Mother Nature as she
well Surely it will settle the issue operates out in the western regions
a.-e of these United States. Before we
for all time.
,rent to California (the travelers,
John Kennedy is an American nu know, Mary Nelle Wright,
and a Catholic. Richard Nixon is ..ouise Killebrew, Mary Jo and Jo
an American and a Quaker. There Westpheling) we heard all kinds
are so many forces of evil stalking of stories about the heat in 'Arithe world today that it is almost zona, the cold in Colorado and the
heresy to condemn a man because rains in Texas. On our trip westof his religious beliefs, whatever ward we were prepared for all
they are. It is time for us to gather of them and it was no small bit of
closer together under the guidance chagrin and disappointment that
of His Infinite Wisdom, instead of we witnessed when we encountercondemning a man for believing ed none of the hazards anticipated.
in Him, no matter in what house That is going out ... coming back,
we had reason to rue the hours
he chooses to worship.

an enviable position among those
privileged to know him as a leading citizen and he appreciated and
showed humility in the trust placed in him. He was as attentive to
the problems and affairs of the
share cropper with the same interest as that shown a large land
owner or business executive. He
was a man who could truly walk
with kings and yet never lose the
common touch.
His death leaves a vast emptiness in the lives of his family and
his close friends, but more than
anywhere his absence will be felt
in the daily community life of
Hickman where his kindness, his
counsel and his devotion to duty
were a bulwark of strength.
He had an avid devotion to the
affairs of young people and many
a college graduate in the Hickman
area can attribute their educational achievements to the quiet and
unassuming assistance that Mr.
Whipple granted them. He was a
man whom many people were
proud to call a friend.
Continued on Pace Four
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Fulton Will Miss The John Laidas
And Hope That They'll Visit Often

Note Bookl

I say "nearly all" advisedly, because there are times when I do
not enjoy reading them, because it
saddens me to see ministers and
lay people take so much time to
condemn and villify the faith of
others when there is so much work
to be done to teach their own
flock their own faith and more important to go out and spread the
word of our Lord among those unfortunate people who have had no
opportunity to know of His love
and understanding.
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part in every worthwhile civic development in the area.
Brother Linda is a dedicated and
outstanding young minister. He is
a leader and a worker and the addition of 762 members to his congregation and the extensive building program accomplished during
his pastorate here are evidence
of the respect he commands from
his congregation. •
John and Lib Laida have four
little girls, the most recent addition to their family having been
born in Fulton at the Hillview
Hospital on Monday. They are a
devoted and popular family and
wherever they go their home life
will be an inspiration to Christian
parents everywhere.
The Laidas plan to leave Fulton
about September first. Brother
Laida told the deacons of his resignation at a breakfast on Sunday at which he was the host. His
new pastorate will be Clarksville,
Tenn. Even through Clarksville is
a larger town than Fulton Brother
Laida will surely accept this pastorate as a new challenge to add
to his growing list of challenges
and accomplishments.
It is with deep sincerity and
best wishes that Fulton bids the
Laidas a fond adieu with the hope
that they will never break their
ties here and that they will return
ofte

About two months ago Finis Usrey checked in at a
local motel. The next morning he was admitted to the
Fulton Hospital with bruises, he said were inflicted by
an unknown assailant. Usrey told a harrowing tale to a
News reporter about being awakened after midnight by
a man who held a pocket-knife ,at his throat in an attempt to murder him. He was saved after a bitter struggle, he told the reporter, when the alleged assailant was
called by his alleged accomplice in a car outside because,
Usrey said, another car was coming up the drive-way.
Upon investigating with police
officers and the attendants at the
motel the News learned that Mr.
Usrey's story was a hoax, although he apparently inflicted
wounds on himself and disarrayed
the room to make it appear a real
murder attempt.
Last Saturday night Mr. Usrey's
imaginary pocket-knife of two
months ago became a real thing
with the result that his wife is
dead and he is a patient in the
Obion County Hospital with deep
knife wounds in his neck, which
apparently were self-inflicted.
Mr. Usrey was separated from
his wife. Neighbors said that he
constantly called his wife and annoyed her to such an extent that

If you're not in Fulton, Kentucky on August 17,
you're not a pleasure-loving soul.
If you are in Fulton on that day then you have in
store one of the gayest and fun-packed days in the history of the city.
For on that day . . . Wednesday, August 17, . . . the
Cub Scouts Will have their annual Carnival and Queen
Contest: the Fulton County Farm Bureau will have its
annual picnic and 4-H and FFA shows and exhibits and
the Willow Plutge Swimming Pool will have its annual
revue and beauty show. And all events will be-centered
within yards of each other in what is becoming West
Kentucky's great amusement area. . the City Park area.

BIG BARBECUE
The tennis courts in South Fulton will be the scene of a big barbecue supper on Friday, August
19, sponsored by the South Fulton
P-TA. Serving will begin at 5:30
p. m. in the evening with the
meal served family style—all you
can eat for $1.25 for adults and
75 cents for children. Barbecue,
fried chicken, and all the trimmings wiU be served.
IN.113RILD IN FALL
A fall from a ladder hospitalized
James Carter, local painter. Mr.
Carter was painting the Methodist
parsonage on Walnut Street when
he fell. He was taken to the Jones
Hospital where his injuries were
not thought to be serious.

she had the phone disconnected.
Saturday night Mr. Usrey made a
personal call th the Usrey residence in South Fulton and the
door was answered by the Usrey
daughter Bonnie, a 16-year old
senior at South Fulton. Bonnie
was at home with her mother and
her boy friend Michael Jeffress.
Bonnie told her father that her
mother was in the bedroom and
it was only a few moments after
Usrey entered that Bonnie heard
loud screams eximing from her
mother's bedroom.
Bonnie and Michael entered the
bedroom and there they found Mr.
Usrey struggling with his wife
and cutting her with a pocketknife. Both young people strug-

ning, we hope, the big affair will
start in the Kitty League ball park
when the Cub Scouts open the
doors and the exciting mid-way to
their annual Cub Scout carnival.
"Bigger and better," is the way the
Cub Scout den mothers and pack
committee describe each year's
carnival and somehow it turns out
that way. This year, the Cub
Scouts have added a big country
store to the midway, instead of the
usual postoffice and parcel post
concession. Everything from an
old-fashioned hair-pin to a leather

saddle will be on sale at the store
and it will be reminiscient of the
olden days when the country store
was the place to trade. Committees
working on the Carnival are still
seeking items that can be sold at
the big country store. If you have
anything in your house or store
that can be sold at the store the
Cub Scout folks would appreciate
it so much.
All of the glamour of the midway with concessions stands, food
and drink will be for your pleasure at the carnival and about six
o'clock the eagerly anticipated
Cub Scout Queen contest will be
staged with Fulton's young lovelies competing for this title.
After the Cub Scout Queen contest there'll be more strolling
along the mid-way and about nine
o'clock you can stay in the Kitty
League park and the scene of the
Cub Scout Carnival and enjoy the
Willow Plunge Swimming pool review where a bevy of Fulton's
loveliest young ladies will don
bathing suits and compete for the
title of "Miss Willow Plunge."
Young ladies in the 16 to 21 age
bracket are urged to enter the
Continued on Page Four

It's Football Time South Fulion
To Play Games In New Stadium
You can almost smell that pigskin in the air as football teams
from Fulton and South Fulton dig
in to early practice sessions nearly every day in the week. Twentynine players turned out for practice at Memorial field this week
for the first session with the new
coach Chester Caddas. Reports
are that Fulton High has unusually good prospects for a winning
team with some experienced players as holdovers from last year.
Over South Fulton way Coach
Ronnie Phillips is working his men
hard and the prospects there are
the best in years. Of paramount
interest in South Fulton is the an-

nouncement that the South Fulton
team will play on its home territory this year with the first game
on September 2. Lester Betty,
principal at South Fulton said that
work is underway to build bleachers to seat 1200 fans and will be
ready for the first home game. It
will be a proud and happy moment for the South Fulton citizens.
The Fulton players are:
Allen, Kenneth; Bushart, Jim;
Bushart, Ward; Beadles, Terry;
Bennett, Joe; Bennett, John; Bowden, Tommy; Burnett, Don; Burnett, Bill; Calliham, Mike; Cheatham, Jimmy; Covington, John;
continued On Page Five

Don't Like The Weather? Then Wait A Minute..That's The West
we spent commenting on our disappointment.
Texas came through as enticipated We traveled in only a small
portion of this great State going
... that is in the upper panhandle,
hrough Amarillo and points west.
It rained the entire time we crossed this area and to tell you the
truth it was just plum chilly. And
the rains came, don't you worry.
We never saw the sun in the great
plains of Texas and we were pretty put out about the whole thing.
We kept saying though, that it was
a good thing, because the next day
we were to hit, what we had been
told, was the desert country and
we enjoyed the cool spell, while it
lasted.
In anticipation of our desert
trip we went to bed early and got

up 'way before daybreak to travel
the desert in the cool. coot of the
morning. We were on our way at
four a. m. and had towels and ice
and everything ready to cool our
fevered brows in the anticipated
sizzling sands. Would you believe
it if we told you that we kept our
sweaters on way beyond Barstow,
California and took them off only
to sooth our feelings since we were
supposed to be hot as all get out.
It was a source of much joking,
on the long ride, about the so-called desert heat and here we were
cool as cucumbers.
But coming back was a different
story. We had made up our minds
that there was no such thing as
heat out west . . . but they were
soon changed. In the first place
we started out of California in the
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Pocket-knife Seen As Murder Weapon By
UsreyIn Alleged Motel Murder Attempt

Scouts, Farm Bureau, Willow Plunge
To Stage Gala Events Next Wednesday

The big day begins early. About
nine o'clock in the morning the
Farm Bureau activities begin when
exhibitors in the 4-H and FFA
groups start those anxious moments while the judges start
awarding ribbons for clothing,
food and livestock entries. At
noon, of course, the incomparable
barbecue meal will be served the
Farm Bureau members and guests
and then there'll be more visiting
and "shop talking" about farm
events.
Along about the cool of the eve-
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middle of the day. The mid-day
traffic in California is maddening,
frustrating and dangerous. Maly
Nelle was at the controls, for reasons known only to herself. When
she got out of those tree-ways and
highways of California she was as
limp as a dish rag, and so were we
Bait that was peanuts compared to
what we were going to encounter
the next few days.
It was mid-day this time when
we neared Barstow and we could
hear on the radio that it was a
mild 112 degrees. All of us looked
like Ali Baba and most of his
thieves with wet towels around
our head, necks, and other parts of
the anatomy. We ate ice, drank
soft drinks and perspired gallons.
Near Barstow the temperature in
the motor showed it was about to

blow-up so we stopped at a service
station along the way for checking
and found that the radiator had to
flushed. We were not alone in the
suckers who read the road signs
about such a hazard and stopped
at the particular station. We
thought it was a minor job and it
was actually, but they charged us
$8 00. We didn't like it much, but
liked it less when we learned further along the line that the ame
job could be done for about $3.00.
But it looked like we either had to
spend that $8.00 or be blown to
high heavens.
Beyond Barstow we felt much
like the Ancient Mariners, except
that there was water to drink; we
just couldn't satisfy our thirst.
The temperature climbed to 120
Conthined on Page Fear

gled with Mr. Usrey, but he was
forceful enough to push them out
of the room. It was Michael who
went for the police while Bonnie
went back into the bedroom to
help her mother. She found her
mother locked in a closet. By sheer
force Usrey tore the sliding doors
off the closet, grabbed his estranged wife by the head and cut penetrating wounds in her throat with
a two-inch blade pocket knife.
When South Fulton police officers James Adams and J. T.
Brockwell entered the Usrey home
they found Mrs. Usrey bleeding
profusely and gasping. She died a
few moments after the officers arrived. Later Police Chief Elmer
Mansfield investigated the bizarre
tragedy together with the Tennessee Bureau of Investigation, the
Obion County coroner and other
Obion County police officers.
Bonnie Usrey was hospitalized
for shock and in the fracas received cuts on her hands trying to
save her mother, the police officers told the News.
Obion County Coroner Barry
White said that Mrs. Usrey died
"from hemorrhage due to knife
wounds inflicted by foul play."
Continued on Page Five

First Methodists
Join In Staging
Joint Revivals
All Methodist churches in the
Paris district are making plans
this week to stage simultaneous
revivals in their churches. Here in
Fulton Fred Jolley and Thomas
Ethridge are general chairman of
the revival in the First Methodist
Church with a score of other committees appointed to handle every
phase of the week long services.
The revival at the church in Fulton, as do the others, starts on
August 28 and continues through
September 4 with early morning
and evening services. The visiting
evangelist is Dr. John L. Horton
of Memphis, Tenn. who is a forceful and inspiring preacher.

Carrol Hubbard
To Re-Organize
Young Democrats
Carroll Hubbard, State Youth
Chairman for the Democratic campaign in Kentucky will be in Hickman on Friday night, August 12
for the purpose of re-organizing a
Young Democrats Club for Fulton
County. Mr. Hubbard, one of Kentucky's most outstanding young
Democratic leaders will hold the
meeting at the Courthouse in
Hickman at 7:30 p. in.
All young Democrats in the
county are urged to attend the
meeting in the interest of bringing out a large vote in the county
in the November election. Mr.
Hubbard has contacted several political leaders in the county to assist him in organizing the club
and a large crowd is expected to
attend. The Young Democrats Club
has not been active in the county
for several years and it is hoped
that Mr. Hubbard will restive the
Interest among the piceipestive
members in the county.

Park Terrace Is
Sold To Puckett
For $249,900.00
The Park Terrace Motel, restaurant and accompanying acreage,
one of the Ken-Tenn area's most
attractive tourist court setups,
was sold at public auction Wednesday morning to Sonny Puckett for
$249.900.00.
Mr. Puckett, who owned the setup with Stanley Jones, thus assumed full ownership of the pro-.
perty today following the auction,
which was held to divide the partnership. The motel was built by
Puckett and Jones about four years
ago.
Besides the attractive motel and
restaurant, the spacious hillside
acreage located on US 45-Z in
South Fulton includes a
swimming
pool, tennis court and shuffleboard court.
Notice of the sale listed ranl
Puckett, Sr., Carl (Sonny) Puckett, Jr.. Stanley Jones and Jerry
Jones as owners.

Our Prospects Look Good Ruined The Reputation
While much of the rest of the Nation seems to be groaning under umemployment problems and relief loads
despite the Republican claims to the
contrary, prospects for Fulton and its
surrounding area, payroll-wise, look
brightest in history for the coming
fall and winter.
Fulton and South Fulton merchants hope to reap a bumper commercial harvest this fall and winter from
record payroll earnings at Siegel and
Ferry-Morse. When the Kentucky
plant of the Henry I. Siegel Company
is completed and all 325 employees
are back at work, Siegel's South Fulton plant expects to have an equal
number or more employed there.
Figuring the Ferry-Morse will probably again top the 300-employee mark
during their fall and winter season,
this adds up to a record factory payroll total of nearly 1000 weekly or biweekly paychecks from these three
plants alone.
To these add the other local industries of Swift and Company, the
Illinois Central, Pure Milk Company,
Browder Milling- Company and OKParisian Laundry, and you come up
with another 500 or more additional
checks.
In Mayfield, 26 miles north of
Fulton, General Tire and Rubber
Company will be in production by
Fall in their new $10,000,000 plant,
employing 300 to 400 workers at the
start, and gradually increasing to a
peak of 1,000. Many of these employees will come from the TwinCities trade area, driving back and
forth to work. Personnel manager
Bruce Cantwell at General Tire has
Issued some 7,000 job application
forms and has interviewed about
4,000 applicants so far.
In view of these predicted employment figures, we anticipate a
booming retail business in and around
Fulton during the coming Fall and
Winter, with just one big "IF".
IF . . . Fulton merchants are on
their toes, have good merchandise,
make their stores attractive and their
personnel courteous and attentive,
and will advertise and promote what
they have. The sum total of these efforts will be to make Fulton a GOOD
PLACE TO SHOP.

The Automotive Trend
It now seems well established
that the compact car has caught on in
the United States.
With an estimated production of
6,500,000 passenger cars now a good
guess for 1960 models, it is certain
that the sale of compacts will constitute a far higher percentage of total
sales this year than ever before.
The leading small car is still
Rambler, although Ford's Falcon is
coming close to challenging this supremacy. Ford's Falcon is far out-selling the Chevrolet Corvair, and, according to latest figures, some 216,000
Falcons have been produced as
against 131,000 Corvairs. Some 122,000 Valiants have been produced.
The long-term effects of this developing trend will be felt by the oil
industry, the tire industry, by the
cities--combatting their parking problems — and on the highways.
It means that 1959-1960 will be
remembered as a history-making year
in the automotive trade, when the
American people began to take to the
smaller cars, with their increased economy and lower initial price, in major
numbers.
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As a musician-of-sorts who has
been personally interested in various
aspects of "jazz" music since the early
thirties, we have been hoping for the
emergence of good bands and good
danceable music again ever since
World War II. When Rockin roll finally took its proper place on the lower
levels of literate society with the exit
of its champion Elvis, we hoped that
moderate, commercial Jazz would
step in and be accepted as a welcome
substitute.
Its somewhat more difficult, to be
sure. One has to study music and manifest musical intelligence to play it;
guitar men have to play all six strings
using more than three basic chords,
horn men are admired for their dexterity and their musical ideas rather
than for their ability to honk loud and
long; a rhythm section comes up with
a beautiful, coordinated supporting
job and not an irresponsive racket
that could only be designed to drown
out discords of a musicially-uneducated front line.
Modern jazz was doing a pretty
good job of coming up the reputation
ladder until the promoters got hold of
it. The Newport "festival" ended in a
riot and has been permanently stopped; the French Lick (Ind.) ditto was
cancelled for fear of similar proceedings and a watered-down version
played Evansville last week. In Great
Britain last weekend, a similar promotion ended in a riot, injuring 40
and resulting in permanent cancellation.
Jazz now has a bad name, and
likely won't be welcomed like it
should, and we blame the over-zealous promoters of the big "festivals",
who undoubtably encouraged full
audience participation. No one has
lost, of course, except the musicians
themselves; the door is now open for
some new kind of amateurish jungle
rhythm to step in and capture public
fancy.
SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

Love Al First Sight
By Dr. Alphonse H. Clemens,
Marriage Counselor
AS A MARRIAGE counselor, I
have a professional interest in love
"at first sight." Some young couples
are attracted to each other with lightening speed. Sometimes they are engaged after Vowing each other as little as twcrinonths.
Marriage, however, is one of life's
most serious choices. And love at first
sight is a dangerous way to approach
it. Why? Because it's impossible to
love what you don't know. And it's
usually not possible to know a person
well enough for marriage in less than
six months.
GENUINE LOVE develops this
way. One's mind come to know the
goodness of another. One's will is attracted to what his mind knows as
good. It's only then that the emotions
become involved. The emotions then
overflow into the body, creating physical attraction.
Yet when two people know each
other for only a short time it's unlikely that their love has taken this path.
Their emotions were strongly attracted "at first sight." Only later did they
drag their minds in to agree.
THE NATION'S experts on marriage all agree that one of the chief
causes of marriage problems lies in
such a hasty approach to marriage.
Many of our divorcees find that their
love of courtship was a romatic mirage which disappeared as soon as the
honeymoon was over.
People head over heels in love
have always said that their love was
different. Even if dangers exist in
other marriages, "our marriage will
be different." But in rejecting the experience of others, they also reject
this basic rule of psychiatry: "Never
make a decision when your emotions
are aroused." The emotions so cloud
our mind that it becomes impossible
for us to think straight. And romantic
love is the strongest of all emotions.
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No.3—Kentucky's New Sales Tax

Farmers Get Major Tax
Exemptions Plus Other
Direct Benefits
By the Division of industrial Promotion
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Turning Back The Clock-.
the Fulton Hospital for 'reatrri
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By the time you read my column I will be far away from Fulton enroute to Canada on a twoweeks' vacation, accompanied by
my parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leland
Jewell. See you about August 20th.
Bill Powell, News Editor of the
Sun-Democrat, devoted his entire
column to South Fulton last Wednesday. He had some mighty fine
things to say about the town and
its mayor, Milton Counce.
The funniest story I've heard in
a long time was one Mr. J. 0.
Lewis, commercial manager at
WFUL, told on himself Friday. Recently, Mr. Lewis took his wife to
a Memphis hospital. While waiting
around, Mr. Lewis decided he
would take a walk and see what
he could see.
He went through one door, then
buzzed the elevator. When the
elevator door opened the gill operator took one look at him, slammed the door, and up the elevator
shot, leaving Mr. Lewis standing
there.
Mr. Lewis said he turned back to
the door he had entered and found
it locked. About that time, a man
came along and Mr. Lewis asked
how he was going to get out of the
place, and inquired of the man as
to where he was.
To his surprise, Mr. Lewis learned that he was locked up in the
psychiatric ward.
"The elevator girl must have
thought I was trying to escape,"

Mr. Lewis said with a laugh.
The Jaycees will New a party
Aug. 13 for the outgoiewpresident
and his wife, Mr. and-Mrs. Bill
Warren. Other important Jaycee
dates are: Orientation meeting at
the club room; Aug. 20, Jaycee
family picnic at Kentucky Lake;
Sept. 8, talent show at the high
school gym.
Had a nice chat with Mrs. Burnham Dallas Friday morning. Was
so surprised ot hear her voice! I
thought she and her three children
had left months ago for France,
where her husband is stationed in
the Army. The last time we had
talked with her she was all packed
and ready to go.
Mrs. Dallas informed us that her
orders were cancelled by the government at the last minute. A law
was passed so that only servicemen with four years' service could
bring their families over. Burnham had three years.
Mrs. Dallas had already purchased a lot of clothes, shipped boxes of dishes, etc. and had given
away some of her things It was
quite a blow.
The Rev. John La Ida of Fulton is
conducting a revival this week at
Mt. Pelia Baptist Church six miles
southwest of Martin. The Rev J
W. Crowley of Kuttawa is the
music director.
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The body of William Harold Hart,
29, son of Mr. and Mrs. Harve
Hart of Fulton, was found by the
Illinois Central railroad tracks
near Water Valley Tuesday morning. Crew on a passenger train
found Hart's body about two miles
north of Water Valley on the line
to Wingo. He was identified by an
automobile operator's license.
Coroner Brown McClain of Mayfield said Hart apparently had
fallen off a train several hours
earlier.
John Smith was elected constable of the 16th district, Obion
County, by a five vote margin
over his opponent, Charlie Burrow
in the election held Thursday,
Aug. I.
Tom Gibson of Martin received
painful head injuries Saturday afternoon when he was struck by a
car driven by Henry Lee Allen, of
near Fulton, in front of the Bob
White Motor Co. He was taken to

W. W. Black of Springfield, Mu.,
new agent for the Railway Expre:.
Agency in Fulton succeeding C. H.
Mt•lton, who was transferred to
Paducah, has arrived to assume
his duties. Mrs. Black will join
her husband in a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Dunn of Water Valley. Miss., formerly of Fulton, announce the marriage of
their daughter, Ethel, and Gilbert
W. Cheniae. son of Mr. and Mrs.
J. W. Cheniae, of Fulton. The
wedding took place last February
third at Mayfield with Mr. and
Mrs. Maurice Ward of Fulton ds
the only attendants.
Misses Ruth Small, Estelle Wilson, Ouida Beard, Frances Veatch,
Mary Brown, Louise Davis and
Bessie Arnold returned Saturday
night from a three-day trip to the
Smoky Mountains. They visited
Norris Dam, The Hermitage and
other points of interest in Tennessee. They also visited the Indian
Reservation In Cherokee, N. C
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FOR SALE
Close to town, on Cedar Street. This is old home in top condition. Bath and %, extra large kitchen. new roof, large concrete front porch. Living room carpets and drapries are included
in sale price. If you have been looking for a home close in and
In good condition for not too much money, let me show you this.
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ON EAST STATE LINE, for sale reel cheap, 6 rooms and
bath. This is Kentucky property. $3,500.00.
IN HIGHLANDS ADDITION. Small new home, central
heating, utility room. This home would be ideal for some couple
starting out in life or some one who is retired. This is convenient
to Ferry-Morse Seed Company and is a dandy in every way.
Don't forget, Ms Brand New.
ON KENTUCKY SIDE. 4 miles from town. Brick veneer
dwelling with bath and xi, built-In oven and range, on three
acres of land. This is less than one year old and I. worth the
money at 812,500. We will consider a trade on this property.
WE NEED LISTINGS!

WICK SMITH AGENCY,INC.
INSURANCE FOR LESS — REAL ESTATE
PHONE SI or lie NIGHT

(Second in a Series)

AT YOUR SERVICE

around town with

Ouida Jewell

Fosi

Gene Gardner
Take it from us, there aren't a whole lot of people in Weal
Kentucky who get up earlier than Gene "Podner" Gardner.
Spring. Summer. Winter and Fall, Gene Gardner wends his
way out to the Middle Road and "Opens up" the door of WFI'l.
and the airwaves for thousand* of listeners who depend on him
100% for early morning news, farm reports, sports reports, and
of course time and weather at rapid Intervals.
Interspersed with all Gene's reports, is music on the reentry and western Hit Parade. Gene, a talented musician and
reentry and western musical star, knows all the top artists in
his field on a "first name calling basis" and many of them stop
by for visits with him frequently.

If you aren't already one of Gene's fans, you'll certainly be.
once you get the benefit of his early morning news, weather, and
farm reports . .. and of course his good music.

Make 1270 on your radio dial your daily listening post and
share with us the pleasure of working together for the betterment of our community life.

RADIO STATION WFUL
1270 On•Yotu• AM Dial

104.9 On Your FM Band

PHONES 1270 - 1500
Fulton, Ky.
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Newsbriefs From Here And There And Everywhere
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The state's daily allowance for
care of children in foster homes
has been raised from 21.50 to
$1.75. Child Welfare Comissioner
Richard Clendenen said Friday.
He said the increase, effective
August 1, will enable his department to find more foster homes
for children. The raise affects
about 300 present foster homes
car r.g for 343 children.
Margie Friend, supervisor of
adoptions and foster care. said the
additional allowance will provide
better support for the children
rather than give the foster homes
a profit.

PHYSICAL FOR TEACHERS
All faculty members, cafeteria
workers and janitors of the Fulton city schools must have both
a physical examination and a chest
x-ray by the beginning of school,
August 26. The physical examinations may be taken at the local
Health Department or a private
physician. The health office will be
prepared to give examinations on
August 24 from 900 a. m. till
noon.

BADGES

Al

WILLOW PLUNGE

The junior and senior life-saving
badges are now at Willow Plunge
Pool and may be picked up there
by those who completed the
course The medals for the first,
second and third place winners in
FAIR AT MURRAY
the recent swimming and diving
contest at Willow Plunge may also
The Murray-Calloway County
pick up their medals at the pool.
Fair, under the sponsorshila of the
Murray Junior Chamber of Commerce is presenting its first annual
SPEEDY RECOVERY
county fair. The fair begins on
August 10 and will continue
A speedy recovery is wished for
through August 13. Each day there Parker McClure. who received
will be rides and fun for everyone painful injuries in a 20-foot fall
wit • baton twirling contest to- from a paint scaffold at the Gulf
night (Thursday). • home talent bulk plant last Thursday. He was
show Friday night and the judg- admitted to the Fulton Hospital
ing of ponies and pleasure riding then later transferred to the
horses on Friday night.
Campbell Clinic in Memphis.

stelle Wilmei Veatch,
Davis and
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FOOTBALL TICKETS NOW
Fulton citizens, who wish to buY
tickets for the Kentucky-Ole-Mlss
Football game in Memphis on
September 24 at 800 p. in., are
asked to turn their names in at
the Bushart Clinic. The telephone
number is 92.
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BENNETT ELECTRIC

PRESENTED PLAQUES

Guernseys Make
High Records
Burnette and Hixson, Fulton,
Kentucky, are the owners of two
registered Guernseys that have recently completed official Hill production records, according to the
American Guernsey Cattle Club
here.
Robin Roost Val Rose Mary, a
six year-old, produced 15,303
pounds of milk and 874 pounds of
fat in 365 days. She was milked
two times daily.
Willow Wildes Maxims Rose, a
senior two year-old, produced 10,796 pounds of milk and 577 pounds
of fat in 305 days. She was milked
two times daily.
These official production records
were supervised by University of
Kentucky.

OPEN HOUSE!

Fathers Edward L. Tarrant and
William P. Carroll were presented
with bowling plaques at Bel Aire
Bowling Lanes Sunday night. The
plaques read: "For the highest
score in the hearts of everyone at
Bel Aire Lanes" and were presented to the priests who left
Hickman Monday for New York
and Idaho respectively, by Gene
McAdoo and Frank Tedescucci.

There is a new wonder of the
world. Work has been completed
on a new tower for KFVS-TELEVISION in Cape Girardeau, Missouri, which stands 1676.55 feet
above the ground . . . the tallest
structure ever erected by man on
the face of the earth.
The giant tower stands on an
810-foot hill north of the city and
when placed in service soon will
double the station's coverage.
NEW CITY HALL
Over 2,000,000 people in parts of
The Paducah City Commission in six states (Missouri, Illinois, India surprise move last Saturday ana, Kentucky, Tennessee, and Arnight introduced an ordinance au- kansas) will be able to watch
thorizing the purchase of the Katterjon Office Building for a new
City Hall. The building was formerly the Illinois Central Hospital.
BENTON BANKER DIES
Paul Darnell, 56. Executive VicePresident of the Bank of Benton
died at his home in Benton Saturday after a long illness. He was
the son of Mrs. Flora Croft of Fulton. Funeral services were held
Monday afternoon at 3:00 p. m. at
the First Methodist Church in
Benton with burial in the Benton
Cemetery.

On August 15. at 3:00 p. m. the
Paducah Social Security Office in
Paducah will have an open holm
ceremony in the new office building located at 112 South Tenth
Street. The program has been
planned to commemorate the 25th
Anniversary of the Social Security
Act and to formally open the new
AUNT DIES
office building. The public is cordially invited to attend the proMrs. Lee Humphreys of Murray,
gram. The Bureau of Old-Age.
KINDERGARTEN TO OPEN
Kentucky, the aunt of Mrs. RaySurvivors and Disability Insurance
mond Brown of Fulton died in DeThe Fulton kindergarten spon- will be the principal speakers.
troit, Michigan Sunday morning.
sored by the Junior Woman's Club
Mrs. Humphreys was stricken with
will open Tuesday, September 6,
a heart attack while at church.
for its eighth year. Although many
WANT A SPEAKER?
Funeral servi_es were held in
applications have been received, a
Bureau has been es- Murray.
Speakers
A
few more registrants can be accepted. Applications may be made tablished to help inform citizens
by calling Mrs. Nathan Wade. of their state government, its proHACK AT WORK
gram and its development of plans
Telephone 1533.
Hugh Pigue, genial vice-presito improve the state. Through the
Speakers Bureau Its officers will dent and cashier of the Citizens
accept invitations from Civic Clubs Bank in Water Valley was back at
UNDERGOES SURGERY
and other organizations to speak his familiar stand this week and
W. P. Williams of Paris, Tennes- on any aspect of the state govern- folks were mighty happy to see
see who is president of the Fulton ment's operations in addition to him. Mr. Pigue has been ill for
Publishing Company, Publisher of the proposed limited constitutional several months and his first order
the Fulton Daily Leader, under- convention and the proposed hun- of business, while improving, was
went major surgery Friday morn- dred million dollar issue for high- to visit his old friends and cusing at the Henry County General ways and parks. Requests for tomers at the bank. The News
Hospital in Paris. Best wishes for speakers may be addressed to wishes for him a speedy recovery
a speedy recovery are extended Speakers Bureau, Governor's Of- and hopes he'll be back at work
soo .
fice, Frankfort, Kentucky.
to Mr. Williams.
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Revenue Agent
To Be In Fulton

The Revenue Department this
week announced they would have
a representative hi Fulton on August 10 and 17 at Courthouse.
Revenue Commissioner William
E. Scent said his department was
sending out field personnel to help
those retailers who need assistance
In filing their first sales tax return.
The first return by retailers is
due August 20.
Scent urged those retailers who
were not completely clear on the
reporting procedure to get in touch
with the revenue field representative on thos days he is in town.
He said, "Although the method
of reporting is not difficult to UMderstand, there will be certain
phases a retailer may wish explained."
"These men," said Scent, are
being sent out for this very purpose, and we want all retailers
who need explanations to avail
themselves of this service."
Retailers unable to contact the
revenue field man on the days he
is in their town may receive special attention by writing or calling
the revenue district office nearest
their town.
These field offices include:
Paducah 418 South Sixth Street
Paducah, Kentucky
Phone: 44-3-3797

August 12: Mrs. G. B. Butterworth, Walter Lester, Irene Beaver, Sue Workman, Virginia Moore,
W. E. Allen, Mrs. Tom Irby, Wilma
Jean Browder, Claude Shelby.
Dorothy Brooks, Mrs. Paul E.
Cates; August 13: Tommy Powell,
Phyllis Bradberry, Chester Murrell, David Sams; August 14: Mrs.
Ellis Heathcott, Clint Thompson;
August 15: Terry Smith, Roy Parkhill, Glenn Worley, Jimmy Hancock, Daisy Terry, Jim Vowell;
August 16: Larry Wade, Billy Gregory; August 17: Ernestine Hill,
Sam Short, Harold Weldon, Mrs.
C. Williams, Jr.: August 18: James
McDaniel, Mrs. Sallie Rice,'Win
Whitnel.

Student Housing
Eased Al Martin
In Motel Purchase
The student housing situation
for the fall quarter at The University of Tennessee at Martin
has been eased by the purchase of
a commercial hotel for use as a
dormitory.
Arrangements are being completed this week for the transfer
of ownership of Carter's Motor Inn
Hotel from Mr. and Mrs. Zollie
Carter to the university. The hotel,
which is located on University
Street about three blocks from the
U-T Martin campus, has been operated for the past 14 years by Mr.
and Mrs. Carter. It will be used to
house about 50 men students.
'Try "NEWS" Classified Ads
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Yes, Alfalfa Is still a profitable hay crop. See your Southern States Cooperative Service Agency now for "Seeds that really grow"...
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FORT EUSTIS, VA.(AHTNC)—
Army Pvt. Robert L. Merryman,
son of David M. Merryman, Route
4, Fulton, Ky., recently was assigned to the U. S. Army Training
School at Fort Eustis, Va.
Merryman, a clerk in the school's
Headquarters Company, entered
the Army last February and completed basic training at Fort Knox,
Ky.
The 19-year-old soldier is a 1958
graduate of Fulton High School.
LANDSHUT,
GERMANY
(AHTNC)—Leon Barber, 24, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Barber,
Route 2, Hickman, Ky., recently
was promoted to specialist four in
Germany where he is a member of
the 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment.
Specialist Barber, -a driver in
Howitzer Battery of the regiment's
2d Reconnaissance Squadron, entered the Army in December 1958
and received basic combat training
at Fort Chaffee, Ark. He arrived
overseas in May 1959.
Barber is a 1952 graduate of
Dixie High School, Union City.
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•
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•

Wade Television
111 lake St.

Phone 430

of Hickman, who survives. Also
surviving is a son, James A. Whipple, Jr., of Hickman; two brothers,
R. E. Whipple, Atlanta, Ga., and a
sister, Mrs. Floyd Maden of Morristown, Tenn.
Active pallbearers were: E. W.
James. Olney Johnson, Claude
Middleton. Robert Sanger, Rupert Hornsby, Fred Stokes, Sr., B.
C.
P. Black, Red Bondurant and J.
Brooks

J. H.WHIPPLE—
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Goes Over Top
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You SAVE
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11

Miss Everett Tells
Of Wedding Plans
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Bargains at Wade's
Used Store

35-Qt. SIZE

WASTEBASKET
Special. Friday, Saturday!

NOW 39' YARD

WADE'S USED STORE
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FRANKLIN

Shop & Save during Kasnow's Dollar Days
THUM FRI-SAT, AUGUST 114213
Ladies Dresses $2, $3, $4, $5

Men's Summer Pants $4

Ladies Summer Shoes $1.99,$2.99

Hundreds of Such Values!
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HOSPITAL NEWS
\

TALENT SHOW APPLICATION

The following persons were patients in local hospitals Wednesday
(Entrants are asked to fill out and mail to Mrs.
morning.
JONES HOSPITAL
Jerry Hawks, Box 7, Fulton, Ky.)
R. D. Patrick, James Carter,
Mrs. George Simpson, Mrs. Flora
Age
Name
Oliver. Mrs. Frank McKelvy all
of Fulton.
Phone
Address
IIILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Ernest Hill, Mrs. Billy Helm, R.
What You Do
L. Cannon, Chuck Giddings, Mrs.
Daniel Crocker, Mrs. Nannie
Brady, Mrs. Annie Ross, Mrs. CarlTune or Song Used in Act
ton Clark, Mrs. Byer Counce, Mrs.
Chuck Beard, Mrs. Mary Moss
Hales, Mrs. Clifford Arnold, Mrs.
USREY
Porter Childers, Mrs. Frank Welch,
FOOTBALLMc(Continued from Page I)
(Continued /Tom Page One/
Margaret Clerk, Charles
Mrs. Dale
Ward,
Author
Lee.
Clutchan,
Roselean
former
the
Green,
was
She
Donnie;
Green,
David;
Fry,
Mrs.
Jimmy; Hunter, John; Hurst, Mr. Usrey, a 45-year old South Cummings, Jimmy Young,
Mc- Fulton trucker has been charged Ellis Jackson, Finis Usrey, Joyce
Harold,
Martin,
Carl;
Alister, Duane; McClay, Paul; with first degree murder. Im- Reeves, Jamie Nails, Mrs. R. R.
"Rev.
Newton, Lynn; Powell, Tommy; mediately following the cutting in- Moss, Mrs. Calvin Zickefoose.
Putnam, Phillip; Rice, Charles; cicident Usrey was admitted to R. If. Sullivan, Mrs. John Laida,
Stokes,. Ladd; Walker, Mike; War- the Hillview Hospital where Dr. Mrs. Martha Covington, Mrs.
R. Lawson
ren, Hal; Willingham, Charles; E. F. Crocker said that the throat James Sparks, Mrs. J.
wound that Usrey inflicted on him- all of Fulton; Annie Lynch of
Craven, Lynn.
self was very deep and stitches Hickman; Mr. Cora Harrison of ,
The Managers are:
had to be taken on the Inside and Dukedom; Porter Cathey and MarJim Hinkle, Jim Mitchell, Char- the outside to close the wound.
gie Wilson of Water Valley.
les Ilarwood, Tom Carney
John Cribbs, agent of the Ten- FULTON HOSPI7AL
Mrs. William Edward Yates and
The Coaches are:
nessee Bureau of Criminal IdentiCoach Chester Caddas, Murray fication, said Usrey, 45, h. not baby, Mrs. Leon Hawks, Charles
State College; Asst. Coach Joe been able to make a state.aent Mark Allen, Mrs. Etta Wade, J. C.
Caldwell, Henderson State Teach- concerning a motive for the slay- Roberts, Mrs. Jamie Wade, Mrs.
ers College; Student Teacher Asst., ing. However, he said Mrs. Usrey Ed Mansfield, J. C. Daniel, Robert
Daniel, Mrs.. J. W. Elledge, Mrs.
Wade Harper, Murray State Col- recently filed for a divorce.
Funeral services for Mrs. Usrey A. Z. Tucker, John Baucom, Mrs.
lege.
were held Monday afternoon at Will D. Henderson, Mrs. Vivian
The Cheer Leaders are:
2:30
at the Church of Christ with McClanahan, Mrs. Mike Fry, ShelChan
Captain;
Sharrye Johnson.
Jack London, officiating. ton Hart all of Fulton; Everett
Brother
Covington, Judy Moore, Ann BowMrs. A. G. Stewart, RayHoodenpyle, Mary Burial by Jackson Brothers was in Boyd.
ers, Judy
mond Hancock, Mrs. Lizzie PittPmegar cemetery.
Grant Delleyer
She was born April 3. 1919 in man of Water Valley; Jamie
The schedules for both teams are
County, Tennessee, the Champion and Mrs. Wade Jones
Henry
as follows.
of Dolfie Lee of Fulton of Crutchfield; Mrs. James T.
daughter
Routh Fallen ... Red Devils
Mrs. Bertha Alex- Brown of Columbus; Mrs. Ethna
late
the
and
Aug 26 - Away - Dresden.
ander Lee. Besides her father and Foulkes, Jacqueline Dew, Mrs.
Sept. 2 - Away - Ridgely.
r, she leaves a son, Charles Wade Andrews and baby
Sept. 9 - Home - Greenfield. step-mothe
Jefferson street, a of Union City; Mrs. Lucy BleUsrey,
Jimmy
Gleason.
Sept 16 - Home
Usrey of Mem- wett of Mayfield; Mrs. Mollie
Anna
daughter,
Sharon.
Sept. 23 - Away who lived Johnson, John Duty and Mrs.
Usrey,
and
Bonnie
phis
Sept. 29 - Away - Alamo.
B. Lee of Vernon Royer of Hickman; W. C.
J.
a
brother.
her;
with
Oct. 7 - Home - Trezevent
Fulton; a step-grandmother. Mrs. Wilkins and Mrs. Lallar Vaughan
Away
/4
Oct.
of Wingo.
Laura Alexander of Lone Oak.
Oct. 21 - Home - Martin.
Fulton.
Oct. 27 - Home DAUGHTER KILLED
KEFAUVERFULTON ... BULLDOGS
Sympathies are extended to
Continued from t• age One
Sept. 2 - Russellville - Home.
Mrs. J. H. Eudy in the death of
Results of voting in South FulSept. 9- Sharon - Away.
her daughter, Mrs. D. W. Bennett, ton, Pierce and McConnell precints
Sept. 16 - Martin - Away.
of Joiner, Arkansas. Mrs. Ben- in these three races was:
41.
Home
Providence
Sept. 23 was killed instantly when
nett
General Sessions Judge
... Homecoming Game
struck by lightning at her home
Pierce:
Sept. 30- Murray - Home.
at 3:00 p m. Monday. Mrs. Ben29
Gwaltney
Oct. 6- Newbern - Away.
32
nett was the mother of 5 children,
Lannom
County
Crittenden
Oct. 14 the youngest, being 7. Funeral serMcConnell:
Home.
51
vices were held at 3:00 p. m. WedGwaltney
Oct. 21 - Morgarrfield - Home.
nesday at West Memphis, Arkan21
Lannom
Oct. 27-South Fulton - Home.
eat
Fulton:
South
Away.
Mayfield
4
Nov.
363
Gwaltney
316
Lannom
Total Vote:
4007
Gwaltney
3176
Lannom
Magistrate:
578
W. L. Jolley
392
Jack Lowe
428
H. E. Reams
410
Milton Counce
Constable:
474
John H. Adams
374
Rube Kimbel
42
Charles Toon

FRYING CHICKENS
U. S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED -TOP QUALITY

YOUR GUARANTEE
OF QUALITY

Iii

Cutup Tray Pack lb- 33'
Super Right-Fully Matured Beef

nor I
ohm

Ready To Serve

Canned Hams
Smoked Picnics

RIB ROAST
lit 5 Ribs
7 inch cut

e

Super Right (Short Shank)

Lb 79c

Plump Tender
20-oz. Mln. ....Lb.
lone-In
Lb
Plato
Freshly Ground
Several Times Lb.
Dally

Cornish Hens
Beef -for Stew
Ground Beef
Wieners tr:zktsku.i."

Lb

Sandwich Month Value
Sologna
Liver 0=

Soper Right

45*
19*
49*
55*

9,

Lunch Meat1-Lb. Pkg.

71(1. a Pinall

LARGE WATERNELLONS
A 164 Wes

Bananas
Peaches
Grapes

Bread

. Lb.

33'

Bacon Squares :F,F;inkg;coir... 39°
55*
Spare Ribs
33
Cod Fillets
ir
1
Scallops
Lb

Small Lean
Ideal For Bartmeuelng Lb.
Psn-R.ady

Frozen
Pan-Ready ...

Ann Fag*

Beans

Roston
stle
y
Tomato
8auee
Red or
Kidney

59c A & P Sweet or

Pkg
5-lb. Box 11
Lb.
1.39

16-oz.49C
Cans

Natural 446.4s.
99t

Gr.FruitJuice
in,
Iv

cans

4=49*
Apple Sauce
. (sun
BushShellieBeans 499*
..19* Biscuits Diales PrId.
23e
3 79
,
Margarine
(az.)
P
Loaf

U. IL No.I

Cans
5 1-Lb.

Nutley

100% Whole Wheat

17'

Jana
Parker

(ustrl.)..... 19*
Donuts
Blackberry Pie (...J ...39*

eas

°
a3z. 10
C4
14

Geld Cord Alaska

Super Right

2

ns
1 2-0'g.
69c

Lunch Meat
Glint

(She:. 3,.,1"
Tabletsrw.,
Charcoal =
Paper Napkins
Iced Tea Glasses L,...„.1e.:19*
=65* Real Kill In:: , pt. 59*. 99*
)

WHICONSIN AGED (Shoed or Chunks)

Swiss Cheese
Sunnyileld
Sweet Cream

Butter
Sherbet

El
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Lb 59'

2:
5
1
2
:9
0
01.
!29
Hudson2

(9410011)) Oht. 6/10
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Get High Grade

NEW!

with

A & P INSTANT 97%
CAFFEIN FREE COFFEE
INTRODUCTORY OFFER!

It's sailed: A&P Instant 97%
taffeta free Coffee lIt's a
flavorful blend of freshly
roasted coffees, concentrated
for your convenience. All the
coffee goodness la 1n-97%
of the caffein I. out!

Universal DAIRY CLEANERS

make it
-always

4-oz.
Jar

69c

SPECIAL 10c OFF REGULAR PRICE

•ANTI-STONE

•DAIRY-KLEEN
IY!
If DRIPReg. 98c

Liquid milkstone remover.
Quickly dissolves lime from
milkers, separators, cans,
utensils, etc.
QT. $1.20 GALLON $3.75*

Economical general - purpose
alkaline detergent for manual
cleaning. l'enetrates, rinses
free, gets equipment spotless.
10 LBS. $2.86 25 LBS. 56.54

•LINE-CLEAN 1

PSUPER-KLEEN

This heavy-duty alkaline detergent washes pipelines in
place. Use right after milking.. Cleans bulk tanks too.
25 LBS. $7.95 166 LBS. $27.611

Soa pleas detergentfor manual
use. Softens hard water Penetrates heavy film, grease
Leaves no spots. streaks.
NI LB& SIL1S
9 LBS. $3.60

•LINE-CLEAN 3

•1000-KLEEN
ton, Ky.

WHITEHOUSE INSTANT

Liquid acid detergent. Removes milkstone from pipelines, prevents lime formation. Substitute for Line
Clean 1 every fourth day.
GALLON $3.35

Sanitiser-detergent for manual use. Detergent cleans
while iodine kills germs.
1 - GALLON $4.10

•CHLOR-O-SAN

•STERIBALM

Liquid sodium hypochlorite
sanitizer for pipelines. Kills
bacteria fast. Flush thru line
just before milking.
GALLON $1.40

Quaternary ammoniurn compound. Sanitizes adders.
Fast-acting, non-irritating.
GALLON 93.90
$1.23
QT.

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE Ave.

Phone 399

S. Fulton
II

261 Central

Nonfat Dry Milk

Northern Tissue 4 29ft
....2 270
Northern
3 810
Crisco
Camay Soap = 2 Bare 290
Zest Soap .... 2 290
370
Mr Clean
Comet Cleanser rzn:- 310
Spit & Span
ScottTissue :::ior.4
SconTowels(szt)2 39t
Napkins

Shortening

Regular

Sam

All-Pose
urp
Cleaner

Cleaner

16-0s.
Can

829

YOU PAY
ONLY

713c

Dash Detergent
Joy
32g
Tide
Ivory Soap
4
Ivory Soap
33g
Dreft
e
Margarin.

37g
670

c:
381t n

LCI:61:91."

Giant 750

Detergent

Personal 6
el
Bare
m
Medium
Size

Detergent

Lg.
Pkg.

Bars

Gplkant

Sto
1-Lb.
Off
Ctn.
Filberts .
Label

41ft
410
780
25

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU
SATURDAY, AUGUST 13TH
AMMIMAI f0111MWO POOD 1WWatal...911010 11.0

Rolls 5311

PkeL

11111111.411

t
f
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new school building and the blaze
was confined to that one room.
The estimated damage was reported at $5,000. Included in
the loss was several sewing machines and other equipment in the
room.
There was some damage to other
parts of the school by smoke and

County High School
Damaged By Fire

ROCK SPRING NEWS
By Nettie Lee Copelen

W.T.Edwards Donates Land
To Water Valley Cemetery

CAYCE NEWS
Ms. Clarke Beellsraat

Bondurant and
Mrs. Daisie
Clarice attended the wedding of
Miss Marie Hardy and Ward Burnette Sunday afternoon at the
Liberty Eaptist Church.
Revival meeting is in progress
at the Cayce Methodist Church
this week. Rev. Leggett of Fulton
is the visiting speaker. Everyone is
invited.

Mrs. Dan Danick and children,
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Doran and
Sandy and Dennis, of ChiPam,
daughters, Donna and Mary Ellen,
A few weeks ago W. T. Ed- The first burial was Mrs. B. T. cago, Ill. are spending their vacaWedarrived
City,
obis
York
Day
New
of
wards, one of the oldest and most Hubbard. Decoration
tion with Mr. and Mrs. Rob Johnnesday on vacation with parents. prominent citizens of Water Val- served each year on the third Sun- son.
Fire damaged Fulton County
of
Doron.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernie
igh School at Hickman recently
ley, deeded land to a cemetery day of May and Mrs. Myrtle Latta
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
Martin Rt. 2, and were visitors committee, composed of Carl Pir- is in charge of receiving funds for
two fire departments, assisted
Mrs. J. J. Cruce were: Mr. and
Mrs.
-nd
Mr.
with
successful
Saturday
a
here
and
upkeep.
up
mowing
the
put
Sr.
Kizer,
more
Hal
y two
tle, Nathan Gossum,
Mrs. Wilmer Cruce and Rbcky of
Buton Lassiter.
attle to say:: the building.
and J. B. Byrns.
The committee, at a regular Lone Oak, Ky., Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
in
m.
p.
3
reguabout
Rev. James Holt filled his
The fire started
A bulldozer has been working meeting, elected Mr. Edwards Cruce and Donna of Milan, Tenn.,
water.
home economics room of the
lar appointment at New Salem on the grounds and the committee chairman of this committee and its and Mr. and Mrs. John Elmer
Fire departments of Fulton, Baptist church at 11 a. m. and the
is planning to block off the lots, successors, a fitting tribute to so Cruce and Larry.
Union City and the Cagle Rural evening service held preceeding
which will be offered for sale in fine a gentleman. Mr. Edwards
equipment
sent
t
Departmen
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Sams, of
Fire
B. T. U. worship service at the near future. The land is ad- had always been one of the leaders
the
Bring us your
battle
firemen
Fulton were Sunday guests of
near
to help Hickman
cordially
is
p. m. Everyone
joining the present cemetery and in progress to help his town grow Mr. and Mn. Jake Smith.
RADIO and TV Repair the blaze. Tiptonville. Tenn., also 7:30
invited by Pastor Holt and the enlarger it to 80 feet on the North and until his health forced him to
started a truck to the scene but it church.
Miss Eva Johnson is visiting Mr.
and 80 feet on the East, which will retire two years ago, he was active
back when it was not
turned
was
Miss Ruth Harris of Tallahassee, add three rows of lots and a dou- in the grocery and hardware busi- and Mrs. Rob Johnson.
RCA Color Television
needed.
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Simpson and
Fla. arrived Thursday for a few ble driveway around the outside ness for about 60 years.
Used TV Sets for Sale
daughters, Pam and Tam, of
Nemo Williams, Fulon fire chief, days visit here with her sister, edge.
said insulation in the building Mrs. J. W. Bynum and Mr. Bynum.
The people feel this is a monu- Flint, Mich. are spending their vaThe Water Valley Cemetery was
probably kept the flames from Howell, baby son of Mr. and Mrs. first started in 1909 with land be- ment that will further endear him cation with his parents, Mr. and
. Mrs. A. Simpson and family.
spreading more rapidly.
J. W. Bynum is on the sick list and longing to the late Ben P. Bennett. to the hearts of that community
Franklin Pruitt - Clyde Wood
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Pruett have
There was no official report on receiving some medical care from
Williams
home after two weeks
returned
300 Walnut Street
but
wishfire
well
get
so
the
Crocker,
F.
of
E.
Dr.
the cause
from de- es are extended that he will soon
vacation with Mrs. Ella Holly in
Phone 211
said it apparently was
St. Louis, Mo.
recover.
fective wiring.
Sandy H. Fuqua of Martin died
Mr. and Mrs. A. Simpson and Mr.
Mr. and Mrs, Dodge Tucker and
Hospital.
Aug. 2 at Fulton
and Mrs. Billie Simpson attended
son, Tommie Tucker, his father
Services were held Aug. 4 at 2 the graduation exercises in MurMr. Minor Tucker, of Detroit,
m. at the W. W Jones at Son ray College Auditorium Friday afp.
among
here
vacationing
are
Mich.
Jones, 63, Oakton, chapel in Martin. The Rev. Char- ternoon, where Miss Mary Ann
Turner
Alton
relatives and home folks.
9:30 p. in. last Wednesday les A. Wing° officiated. Burial Simpson received her B. S. degree.
Many gathered at the Acree died at
Hospital in Fulton.
Hillview
was in East Side Cemetery in Marat
cemetery Saturday in the annual
Funeral services were held at tin.
gathering in memory of our loved
Friday at Zion MethoMr. Fuqua. a retired farmer, was
ones. The memorial service was 2:30 p. m.
Church with the Rev. Robert born July 22. 1881. He was a memdist
BrunGarvin
Bro.
by
conducted
and the Rev. James Rose ber of the First Baptist Church in
dige of Palmersville. Basket lunch Sullivan
Burial was in the Martin. His wife, Mrs. Erma Mace
officiating.
was spread at noon. The business
cemetery.
Fuqua, preceded him in death. He
meeting convenied right after church
Mr. Jones is survived by two was the son of the late Samuel and
lunch and the work was received
Lester Jones, Clinton Rt. 4, Sarah Abernathy Fuqua.
by the committee with Mr. and sons,
Jones, Belknap, El.;
Henry
and
He leaves two sons, Roy Fuqua
for
Mrs. Bert Davis caretakers
Mrs. Betty Smith. of Harvey, Ill., and James Fuqua
daughters,
two
this year. Bids were taken on upRicevale, and Mrs. Geneva West. of West Covina. Calif.; three brokeep for the coming year and Mr.
Rt. 2; four brothers. thers, Foster Fuqua of State Coland Mrs. Sam Mathis were the Arlington
Louis Jones, Clinton Rt 3; Buford, lege. Pa. Archie Fuqua of Marsuccessful bidders. Funds are
and Enoch Jones, Clinton tin, Route 2, and Jack Fuqua of
needed to gravel the road recently Charlie
two sisters. Mrs. Ada Fer- Martin; four sisters, Mrs. Sam
2;
Rt
built around through the cemetery
guson, Clinton Rt. 2, and Mrs. Medlock of Memphis, Mrs. Oscar
so see the committee with your
Eunice Magness, Indianapolis; 18 Daniels of Independence, Kansas.
Fifths —
donation. Any contribution will be
and one great Mrs. Jose Olive of St. Louis. and
grandchildren
appreciated. Rev. James Holt has
grandchild.
Mrs. Robert Jenkins of Martin;
the
memto
deliver
been invited
and three grandchildren.
orial service for year of 61.
Pallbearers were Roy Fuqua, Jr.,
Pints — 91.50
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph True left
Williail
David Fuqua, Ted Anthony, Reece
Tuesday for their home near St.
Wilson, Wilma Wayne Kilgore and
Louis, Mo. after several days here
Funeral services for William H.
with their parents. Mr. and Mrs. Mobley, Jr., 39, chief engineer for Joseph Fuqua.
Half Pints — 91.30
Grover True.
WPSD-TV, Paducah, who died
Mr. and Mrs. John Oscar Frields suddenly while on a camping trip
and children of Chicago, Ill, are in Colorado, were held Monday
vacationing here with their moth- afternoon at 2 p. m. at Sunset
Mrs. Mottle Allen, 83, life-long
er, Mrs. Richard McGuire and Mr. Mausoleum in Berkeley. Calif. Dr. resident of Hickman. died SaturMcGuire, and other relatives here John J. Canoles, First Presbyterian day at the McAlister Rest Home
and in Chestnut Glade. minister, who united Mr. and Mrs. after a long illness
The continued hot humid wea- Mobley in marriage, conducted the
Survivors include two sons,
ther followed by lack of moisture service. Burial was in the mausol- Lawrence Allen of Canton, Ohio
and our crops are suffering exten- eum.
and Marshall Allen of Greenfield,
sively at the present. We hope to
Mobley became suddenly ill Ind., five grandchildren and seven
have rain and some cooler weather while camping in Eleven-Mile great grandchildren.
very zoom.
Funeral services were held at
Canyon near Lake George, 40
p. m. Tuesday at the Barrett
4 YEARS OLD
miles from Colorado Springs. The
Funeral Home in Hickman with
cause of his death was a stroke.
IN FRANKFORT
His family and a sister, Mrs. Rev. Ray Elders, pastor of the
Also Available in 5-Year Bottled In Bond
Mrs. R. E. Hyland, Fulton Coun- Bob Steer of Denver, were with Church of God officiating.
Fifths - 94.75 Pints - 92.95 Half Pinta - 91.50
Burial will be in the city cemety Health Clerk, and Mrs Rose him at the time of his death.
He was the son of Mr. and Mrs. tery.
at Hickman, are
clerk
Stewart,
Whiskey
Bourbon
Straight
90 Psoof •
spending two weeks in Frankfort, Wh. H. Mobley of Water Valley.
4 Years Old
attending a training school, con- He also leaves his wife and two
ILL.
.
PEORIA
INC.,
SONS.
&
ducted by the state board of children and many other relatives
R
WALKE
HIRAM
in the Fulton area.
health.
IP

Wood es Pruitt TV

Sandy H. Fuqua

DEATHS

Alton Jones

Hiram Walker
Quality
in a rich, true bourbon

Pagel

As as
furnace
City, K3
found it

Complete Line

Hearing Aid Batteries
for ail makes of neariug aiMi
tau ear Hearing Aid DepartMerit at your tu-at opeorttiuity•I

CITY DRUG CO.
OS Lake Street

Phone 70

We have complete stocks

Dayton 71-Belts
for HOME and FARM
Machines
BENNETT ELECTRIC
FULTON
PHONE 2u1

NOW... year-round home
climate control with an

ELECTRIC HEAT PUMP

It
Ca
T,

th

R. Mobley

Mrs. Mottle Allen

Stabber - Thief
Now In Custody

Mrs. ha Everett

M.FRIENDLy

SAYS:

Mrs. Ina May Everett, 75, of
Fulton Rt. I, died last Wednesday
night at Clinton-Hickman County
Hospital after a long illness.
Funeral services were held at 3
p. m. Saturday at Mt. Vernon
Methodist Church with the Rev.
John Redden and the Rev Thomas Smithmier officiating. Burial
was in Rock Springs Cemetery.
Survivors include a son, James
Alfred Everett, Fulton Rt. 1, and
a brother, James M. Gore, Wingo
Rt. I.

Cal!
UP
TO
on your

UP TO

SIGNATURE
AUTOMOBILE
FURNITURE
Choose the plan to best
fit your needs. Every.
thing held in strict con.
fidence. High payments
reduced. Come in—or
phon• for quickest
service.

Fulton Loan Co.
204 MAIN ST.
PHONE 858

DOLLARS

MN LOWER INTEREST

&fetidly Finane
911 Walnut Street

Fallon. Ky.

The white youth who robbed a
27-year-old Fulton negro man
near Clinton July 27. and then
stole his car has been taken into
custody in Hartford City, Indiana,
according to Hickman County Sheriff Curtis J Vaughan.
Sheriff Vaughan said the white
youth has been identified as Donald Dean, but that his address has
not been determined, except that
it is known that he is a parolee
from a federal penitentiary.
Sheriff Vaughan said that the
sheriff of Blackford county at
Hartford City has both the white
youth and the stolen automobile in
his custody, and that the owner
of the car, Henry Hughes of Fulton, step-father of the stabbed
Fulton man, Charlie William McCutchen, has been Instructed to
recover his property.
Sheriff Vaughan said that he is
still continuing his investigation of
the circumstances surrounding the
stabbing and robbing of the Fulton man.
According to McCutchen. he
picked up the white youth on the
Fulton city limits to drive him to
his home in Hickman county. Just
before reaching the Clinton city
limits the white youth told him to
turn off to his home on the Sublett
road.
A short distance down the road,
McCutchen told Vaughan, the
white youth demanded his money.
stabbed him in the abdomen and
drove away in his step-father's
car.

This year, tike it easy. Install an electric heat
pump to heat your home in winter .. . cool it in
summer ... automatically ... with the same compact unit. One thermostat gives you year•round climate control. And ... you never had it so clean and
safe — no flame, soot or fumes to affect health, or
soil walls, woodwork and drapes.
The heat pump is one of the miracles of the
electrical age. Believe it or not, in the winter It
extracts heat from the outdoor air and uses it to
heat your home. In the summer, the same hest pump
changes character completely and takes hest out of
the outdoor air and gently circulates cool fresh air
through your home.
Whether you are building a new home or replacing a heating plant in your present home, be sure
to look into an electric heat pump. You'll find the
operating cost is less than you may think.

Modern electric home heating
gives you these wonderful
advantages:
• Cleaner—no dirt, soot, or odors.
• More Comfortable—no heating lag

FAST GROWTH
Within 17 years of the establishment of its first white settlement.
Kentucky became a State.

40 LOT
CIRCLE DRIVE SUB-D1VISION
In South Fulton, Tenn.
City Water-Sewers-Gas-TVA Power
FHA and VA Approved
38 Choice Lots Left—Contact

• Saves Space—no chimney, furnace or
fuel tanks.
The heat pump is only one of many pleasing ways
to heat your home electrically.

Get fall information on electric home
heating from one office .. . and elk
abort oar bedget payment plan.

H. W. CONNAUGHTON
lir 403 or 807 for Appointment to Inspect
Phone
[
Phone 1252

KENTUCKY UTILMES COMPANY
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ANCIENT FURNACE

furnace are still viii'

As sosiy a
a crude stone
DEEP RIVER
furnace on Red River near Clay
-ho
F'
i.. Mati.moth Cave is
River
iron
produced
from
ore
Ky.,
City,
found in the region Ruins of the 360 feet underground.
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FARM

TV 450 MILES UP! You never know where your next
television show might come from. Take the photo here.

ECTItIC
FULTON

Parr Injured
In Accident

Riverama Festival To Be Held In Paducah

Fun for everybody is promised cup, draw and shoot the cup be- miniature golf.
Paducah August 11-14 as the fore it falls six ilnches. Pettit fired
In
Saturday at 6:30 p. m. the Pat'
Superin°Won County School
turns the Ohio River into the the fastest shot every fired in an cah Barbershop Chorus of 23 m
city
tendent C. D. Parr was in satisbackdrop for a colorful celebration exhibition.
voices will presept a half-hour
factory condition in the Obion
under the title of Riverama FestiPettit's demonstration will be close harmony on the Rivera
Couty General hospital after sufval. Music, dancing, quick-draw immediately followed at 8:00
m. barge and at 7:00 p. m. the IC,
fering rib fractures in a auto acshooting, a beauty contest, barber- by a fashion show in which 21 tucky Lake Square Dance As
at
morning
cident last Wednesday
When the American Wind Sym- shop singing and water-skiing are lovely models will exhibit the elation's seven member clubs v
7.
phony performs on the Paducah a few of the major attractions— suits, dresses, coats and accessories begin a \ Square Dance Jamboi
Mr. Parr and C. D. Hilliard of riverfront Thursday, August 11, and they're all free on the Padu- that will be in style this fall. This that will continue until 11:00 p.
Obion, were driving in a county the audience will see one of the cah riverfront. Barges will be used presentation will also be on the
pick up truck on their way to Most unusual stages in the world— as stages for several functions and Riverama barge. The. Riverama
Nashville when the accident oc- a specially-constructed barge.
the river itself will be the stage Queen and her court will make
cured
The symphony's concert, which for the water-skiing and boat-rac- an appearance during the show.
Saturday, August 13. From 10:00
According to Mr. Hilliard, who begins at 6:30 p. m., will be follow- ing show of the Outboard Boating
a. m. to 6:00 p. m. there will be
suffered only a cut on his left ed at 8!00 p. m. by a beauty page- Club of Paducah.
arm, they were about a mile-and- ant for selection of a Queen as the
Here's what the Paducahans about 50 outboard boat and motor
a-half on the other side of Mc- Paducah Riverama Festival gets have packed into the four-day fes- combinations on display on BroadSAVE ! GET our
Kenzie when they topped a hill underway.
tival: Thursday. August 11. At way while free boat rides are beThe barge on which the Ameri- 6:30 p. rn. the American Wind ing given on the riverfront. During
and saw that the road split into
PACKAGE DEAL
a Y. Mr. Hilliard, who was driv- can Wind Symphony gives con- Symphony will begin a one and the afternoon there will be photo
"Covering everything"
ing, said that in negotiating the certs at 20 river ports this year is one-half hour concert of river and art exhibits sponsored by the
turn the truck got onto the shoul- 122 feet long by 30 feet wide with songs and show tunes arranged by Paducah Camera Club and Padu422 Lake St.
der and then went down a four a stage area 60 feet wide in front Robert Russell Bennett. Under the cah Art Guild, along with several
such
as
carnival-type
attractions
foot bank and turned over on its and 44 at the back.
Austin
Boudreau,
of
Phone 4n
Robert
baton
Fulton, KY.
So taken were Paducah River- this group of college musicians girl-dunking, baseball throws and
top.
ama officials with the idea of a will play its final number in time
An ambulance took both men
waterfront stage, they arranged with a fireworks display. Baritone
back to the Union City hospital.
for another barge on which to Ronald Rogers will sing with the
Mr. Parr's doctor said the x-rays
stage the Queen Contest; a style symphony, which plays on-its-own
showed at least two broken ribs.
show Friday night, August 12; and specially-built barge.
Call Us To Save
a Square Dance Jamboree SaturAs soon as the symphony conMoney On Repairs
day night, August 13. The festival
cert ends, a contest begins on ancloses with a Sunday afternoon other
the
special
given
barge—also
water sports show.
A satisfied customer is our
treatment for use in other RiverThe symphony is conducted by
1'1 b HEM&
best testlinoniaL That Is
ama events—in which one of 29
Robert Austin Boudreau, who orThe Sensational New Invention
girls will be chosen Riverama
why we give you fast, eine"iginated the idea of a riverfront
Sutherland's "MD" Tram
Queen. The girls will appear in
technical service and
ent,
its
on
it
is
and
taking
symphony
No Belts — No Straps —
evening dresses and bathing suits
rates on TV repairs. it
second annual tour along the Ohio
low
No Odors
should
for the judging. This event
River. This year the symphony
all adds-up to saving You
Approved by Doctors — The
begin about 8:00 p. m.
comes farther down the Ohio to
World's Most Comfortable
money!
Friday, August 12. At 7:30 p. m.
Paducah and then goes to NashTruss
Hardin Pettit, famous the country
ville on the Cumberland.
Antennas installed
over as a fast-draw gunslinger,
will present a 25 minute demonFulton ORION COUNTY AGRICULTUR- stration. Pettit, using an electronic
408 Lake St.
AL COMMENTS AND EVENTS
timer, has drawn and fired in 8/
Crops looking good except where 100ths of a second—half the time
Phone 307
306 Main Street
there was water damage. at takes to bet an eye. He will,
blooming, among other things, drop a paper
Soybeans
Clark
other varieties should follow
soon. Soybean Fertilizer Demonstration Plots are beginning to
show response. Potash defiency
14 miles South on US 45-E
showing up on several plots.
Corn looking good except in low
11-12
August
y,
Thursday-Frida
fields in Northern part of county.
About 50 percent of the corn is
Alias Jew* Janus
tasseled or tasseling.
Bob Hope. Rhonda Fleming
Cotton blooming in some areas,
—PLUS—
but most will be late
Rawhide Trail
Some 300 head of feeder calves
Rex Itersams, Ann Doran
were inspected this week for the
Northwest Tennessee Feeder Calf
OLD
War Of The &Wellies
Sale to be held in Newbern on OcDirk Miller. Susan Cabot
A DHILL
tober 12. A total of 500 head are
sAi"
FIFTH
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY
expected to be consigned by Obion
SatardaY, August 13
$2"
Bottled in Bond • 4 years old • 100 proof
County Beef Cattle producers.
PINT

Symphony To Be
At Paducah

RuppinF

IMO

In

SERVICE
REPAIR

CITY DRUG CO.

Roper Television

WS an aerial view of the Red Sea area flashed bock to
earth from TV cameras in our country's recently launched
TIROS satellite. Orbiting some 450 miles out in space,
this satellite is observing global weather conditions. The
Red Sea is the dark body in the middle. At the left is the
Nile River, and the shaded area above is the Mediterranean
Sea. Amazing, isn't it? Incidentally, I'm happy to report,
the guidance system which helped put TIROS into orbit
was developed by telephone company scientists—just
another of the many projects they work on continually
to make living safer and more convenient for us.
• • •
SPEAKING OF SPACE, have you ever thought how
easily we can cover space right down here on earth? An
ordinary Long Distance call, for example, can send your
voice practically anywhere in an instant and at the Same
time bring you the voices you want to hear. Long Distance
—it's really a Space Age miracle, yet it's an everyday
service available to us anytime we feel like picking up
the phone. How about right now? The cost is little, but
there's always big pleasure in a Long Distarce call.
• • •
PHONE FACTS: In the U S. and Canada about 17,000
telephones are added every working day to those already
in service—which adds up to over 4 million new phones
a year.

South Fulton
DRIVE IITHEATRE

t3LE3

HEAVEN HILL

Hell Bent For Leather
Auer Murphy, Stephen McNally.
Sun.-Mon.-Tue. Aug. 14. 15, 11

,
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HALF MIT --$1"
PIONEER ITEMS
The museum at Blue Licks contains some priceless pioneer items,
many of them used by Daniel
Boone.

QUART
f. •
.101141 LED •itiD

BOULED it

Also available, HEAVEN HILL Kentucky
Straight Bourbon, 6 years old, 90 proof.

HEAVEN, HILL DISTILLERIES, INC., BARDSTOWN, NELSON

COUNTY, IENTUM

The Big Country
Gregory Peck, Charleston
Heston
— PLUS—

Daddy - 0
Dick Conlin°, Sandra Giles
•

4111111111111111111•111111111=1"
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See die Chevy Mystery Iliom

«Aar Sundays. NRC-TV.

CHEVROLET
THE JEST SELLING CAR...BY FAR!

it In

:om•

THE BEST BUYING TIME...RIGHT N3'3

chant.'
h, or

With more people buying Chevrolet (including
Corvairs) than ever before ... with Chevy popularity and leadership zooming up to an all-time
high ... and with the choice of -models still wide

the

and wonderful ... your timing couldn't be better.
Corner your Chevy dealer one of these days real
soon. See how satisfying it is to do business with
a happy man.

er it
it to

Taylor Chevrolet - Buick Inc.
Is Going To Sell A New Car

,timp
ut of
h air

EVERY DAY

sure
Li the

AUGUST
DURING THE ENTIRE MONTH OF
In Order To Do This We Are

dal Air Sport Coupe—rte.,. aro If more modals where this one aseg* groan/

VAIR
EW'S CORADWINZ
SL
Icrs
*maw

Going To Have To

,SERB

TRADE WILD!
KY. AND TENN.
FOR THE BEST DEAL IN WEST

SEE:

I ways

Ellis Heatheock,
Barney Speight or
Aubrey Taylor

Where The Best Deals Are -Taylor" Made

Corrair T70 Club coupe—with heady fold-down roar &oat •tanderd.

See Chevrolet oars, Chevy'. Corvake and Corvette at your local authorised Chevrolet dealer's

Taylor Chevrolet-Buick, Inc.
Phone 38 or 899
Fulton, ICY.

First, because of its advanced engineering, it
was voted Car of the Year by the editors of
Motor Trend magazine. And now Corvair's
received. the coveted Industrial Designers Institute Gold Medal for its trim, distinctive
style. The award was presented to William I..
Mitchell, General Motors
vice president in charge of
CHEVROLET
Styling Drive America's
award-winningest Car S00111 Fat Esseomacal Trampartillial

TAYLOR CHEVROLET--BUICK,
104 East Fourth Street

Fulton

MAYTAG WASHERS, standard MR THE BES1 veal un ()Moe
Furniture buy Shaw -Weikel
and automatic models, $139.95
-3ee James J. Butts at Tht
service.
and
Sales
up.
and
Co.,
Caldwell
Harvey
201.
Phone
Electric,
Bennett
ALLL KINDS OP' KEYS made
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
while you wait. Forrester's
Phone 674. We trade for your
Shoe Shop, 204 Main.
old equipment

CLASSIFIED ADS

MN,- Flom sanding machine and electric floor polisher and electric vacuum cleaners. Exchange Turnituse Co.

FOR

WE

RENT - - - -

FARM FOR SALE-54 acre hog
farm. Highly fertile, level. Modern
Hospital beds
farrowing house. Dairy barn, concrete block feed house. ComfortBaby beds
small house. Itust-free presable
and
FOR PIPELINE MILKERS
Roll-away beds
sure water, gas furnace. Adjoining
bulk tanks, see Southern States
Vacuum Cleaners
land available. Between Fulton
Fulton Co-Operative, Central Aveand Martin. Mail, school bus, milk
Floor polishers
nue, South Fulton. Phone 399.
routes. 111 health forces sale. Priced only $16,000.00. See or call J.
WADE FURN. CO.
W. Covington Route 2, Fulton, Ky.
FREE PARKING!
Phone 103
Fulton. Ky. Phone 998-R-4.

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE
Across From
Coca -Cola Plant

NEW 1960 Chevrolets. Two-doors Page 8
The Fulton News, Thursday, Aug 11, 1960
and four-doors, station wagons
and hardtops, are looking for a
home. Big stocks. Call or see Tay- NOW Is the time to get your
Typewriter and Adding Maclor Chevrolet - Buick, Fourth
hia. Overhauled. See Cleo
Street, Fulton. Phones 38, 00.
Peeples, Service Manager of
The Harvey Caldwell ComWANTED: "Experienced and sucFor Every Occasion
pany, DRIVE-1N Office Outcessful general livestock farmer
nALLMARI riveting Cards
fitters, Phone 674.
for Hickman County Kentucky
farm. Must be trustworthy, sober
RYTEX "Personalized'
and good worker. Pays $5.00 per WHITE OAK TIMBER WANTED
Stationery
—We buy white oak standing
day. Steady work all year long.
timber, custom logs, custom
Give 5 references in reply adstave and heading bolts. Condressed to Box "W" % The News."
tact us for prices end specifications. L. C. Engle, Buyer Tel.
IV ANTENNAS. We install—
rulton
5-2765 Martin, Tenn. C. A. Phone 119-J
trade—repair and move. Get
7Chapel
Tel.
Buyer
makes
Lewis,
all
our prices. We service
1812 Mayfield, Ky.
TV. Phone 307. Eoper Television
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Set Of Mar-Crest, Hand Decorated "Misty
FINAL WEEK: This Is The Last Week To Get A Lovely
For Only 99c.
Pine" Dinner Ware. A 4 PC. Place Setting With C °upon
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Drive-In-Service
Package Ice

BACK BY
POPULAR
REQUEST

When its
Real Estate m Fulton
— see —
CHARLES W.BURROW
Rime 61
309 Walnut
c'arm Loans
Conventional Loans
FHA Loans

Phone TIJ 54404

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR
50— Extra Top Value Stamps
With Purchase Of 2 PKGS. Of

Songs.

Favorite

Your

2 14 Lb.Pkgs.or 1 1-2 Pkg.

IL8a1 TEA

Friday From 2 p. m. to 6
p. m. Playing & Singing

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi

E-001

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR
50 — Extra Top Value Stamps
With Purchase Of

Lamarr Davis
& His Rythmasters

—The very best selection of real
estate for sale at all times

•

•
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about
for h
jobs—
them
with
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direct

SKINNERS

Products

(FREE Records. Pictures.

Union City
Prizes, Balloons, Cookies

(Completo stock)
Good selectfr,n of records
on LP and 45 rpm
Mail orders—Snecial orders

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR
Extra Top Value Stamps
With Purchase Of 1 - Jar. 4 Lb.

and Coffee.)

50 —

Staleys - Red. Or - White

Swift Premium Baby Beef Sale!

FARM LOANS

SYRUP - FOR - 59c
"M•11

ROUND SIRLOIN OR RIB
1j-Tote-Em Famous Ground Fresh Several Times Daily

Long Terms--Easy Payments

FARM INSURANCE
— — All kinds —
— Crops. buildings.
vehicles. etc. —

Atkins, Holman
and Taylor
208 Main St.

Phone 5

C
OO
'Ground Beef •
STEAK - lb.

• . 39c

— MMM

T-BONE

BOILING BEEF LB. 29c
LB. 29c
FAT BACK

STEAK ... LB. 89c
SHORT
RIBS of BEEF LB. 39c

ST
BEEFALLROA
MEAT

SWIFTS PREMIUM

LB.

BOLOGNA

AT

STA FLO STARCH

49c
QT.27c

SHLDR.55c Lb. CHUCK
Rump - - Bone In
LB.
LB. 79c
HICKORY SMOKED

I Brown

Thompson

2 1-2

'Cello Franks

49

• • • .

99c

ininemmomm we mmmmmmmmmmmmm
,Brundage Pure Pork Hot or Mild

iSausage

think
other

• • • •

Country Hams Lb. .. 79c
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STALEYS WAFFLE SYRUP 12 oz. 27c

.. .QT. 49c

STA - PUT RINSE

Lb. Bag

For The

BEST
and

g7 14 ) OLEO
.•0
`A1
.'
%
1.

CLEANEST
USED FURNNURE

ALL FLAVORS

JELLO

r.

Furniture Company
Fulton
Church Street
DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

555 FULTON, KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD, KY.

GILLUM
TRANSFER CO.

41% DOWN. 30% in 3 MOS.
30% In 6 MONTHS
No Intereet. No carrying
Charges.
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few minutes, and coverage is effective immediately.

Wick Smith

Ageney
CALL 12 — ISS

35c

CORN FLAKES

3 3 Oz. Pkgs. 29c

MEAL MIX

5 Lb.

QT.

DRINK

35c

3 Cans

Shrimp IOLPkq. 3k
MeatPies

MERIT RSP

29c

4 for 9k

Libby'

FLOUR 1.89
BISCUITS

Booths Bait

Strawberries

BALLARD OR PILLBURY

Tts
peop14
they
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what
they
For Ii
office
Kenn,
there
you'ri
you v

FOODS •

33c

25 LB.PAPER

ALPINE

• FROZEN

Libby: 8 oz.

WELCHADE GRAPE

DIXIE TREAT S. R.

2 303 Cans 39c

CHERRIES

16 oz. 45c

Libby'

Orange Drink 2 6 oz.2k
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MOM

Cnoc, YELLOW,
PILLSBURY
WHITE, VANILLA & FUDGE
FROSTING

Cake Mix Loaf Size 10c
16 Oz.

Ice Cream 1-2 Gal.

49c

thoui
ment

99c

COFFEE

QUART

KRAFT

25c

Uglie

MAXWELL HOUSE
INSTANT 6 OZ.

PARK LANE

RAINBO HAMBURGERS SLICED

DILL PICKLES
SAVE MONEY
Buy Auto Insurance on
Our 3-PAY PLAN

18 Oz. BOX

0•01

buy it at

EXCHANGE

2lbs. 29c
KELLOGGS
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49c

MAYONNAISE

ANANAS

SELECT
GOLDEN
RIPE

KFtISP, JUMBO

EXTRA FANCY RED

LETTUCE . .2 Heads 29c

POTATOES

lb.1
10 Lbs. ...

4k
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